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6         PUBLISHED LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT 
EXTRACTS  

6.1 National Landscape Character Area 

Extracts from National Landscape Character Area 113: North Kent Plain, 
characterised by the former Countryside Agency (now Natural England) in 
2005. 
(http://www.snh.org.uk/wwo/sharinggoodpractice/CCI/cci/southeast/113.htm) 

6.1.1 The North Kent Plain (NLCA 113) is described as a landscape open in character 
with a high proportion of arable land. It is characterised by a lack of hedgerows as 
field boundaries with only a few trees in the landscape. Limited shelterbelt planting 
occurs mainly around small settlement sand farmsteads on the few areas of 
higher ground. The landform is generally low but undulates and rolls giving local 
variations in topography.  

6.1.2 To the north of Canterbury, Blean supports the largest area of continuous 
woodland in Kent, with ancient trees found amongst the enclosed pasture and 
arable fields. These woodlands are unusual for their proximity to the sea and 
several are of high conservation value of soft fruits and other horticultural crops. A 
few small woodland blocks add variety to the horticultural landscape. Poplar and 
alder shelterbelts are associated with small settlements and farmsteads and are 
also found around orchards. 

6.1.3 The built environment also exerts a strong influence on the open farmland 
character, with associated infrastructure such as pylons dominating in expansive 
vistas. Settlement growth and urbanisation have been primary influences, which 
have markedly changed the local landscape character. The development around 
the Medway Towns in particular, has impinged on the character of the area. The 
built environment also exerts a strong influence on the open farmland character, 
with associated infrastructure such as pylons dominating in expansive vistas.  

6.1.4 Key characteristics include: 

 An open, low and gently undulating landscape;

 Large arable/horticultural fields with regular patterns and rectangular shapes
predominating, and a sparse hedgerow pattern;

 Woodland on higher ground around Blean, much of it ancient;

 Large settlements and urban infrastructure (including lines of pylons) are
often visually dominant in the landscape.
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Extracts from National Character Area Profile 113. Natural England. October 
2012. 

 (http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/2900242) 

6.1.5 The NCA description includes that the built environment also exerts a strong 
influence on the open farmland character with associated infrastructure such as 
pylons dominating in expansive vistas.  

6.1.6 ‘Statements of Environmental Opportunities’ provided in the introduction and 
summary, and Opportunities section include SEO 1: Maintaining the historic 
character of a farmed landscape and SEO 3: Protect the distinct wooded areas of the 
landscape particularly through the management of nationally important and ancient 
semi-natural woodlands.  

6.1.7 SEO 1 seeks to conserve and enhance tranquillity and where appropriate planting 
broadleaved woodland to screen development while linking habitats. Managing 
ditches is also of importance and retaining historic field boundaries within the Chislet 
marshes/Ash Levels/Stodmarsh areas.  

6.1.8 SEO 3 seeks to maintain and restore localised ancient woodland blocks and small 
farm woodlands, and the consideration of small-scale woodland creation where 
appropriate and thickening and expanding scattered shelterbelts to enhance their 
screening function.  

6.1.9 ‘Landscape Change’ highlights that industrial and commercial developments 
including associated pylons and masts and impacted significantly on character 
especially in flat, open landscapes such as Thanet and the North Kent fruit belt. 
‘Landscape Opportunities’ include the protection of the open character of the gently 
undulating landscape and the remaining areas of tranquillity and managing the areas 
existing broadleaved woodland cover and ancient woodland. Planning for the 
creation of significant new landscapes that provide a framework to new and existing 
development and its associated infrastructure are also cited as an opportunity.  

6.2 Kent Landscape Character Assessment 

(http://www.kent.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/12461/Landscape-Assessment-
of-Kent-October-2004_Part1.pdf) 

6.2.1 The Landscape Assessment of Kent is a landscape character based study that 
draws together existing landscape character assessments of the county and updates 
them to conform to the current guidance. Additional work on the condition and 
sensitivity of the Kent landscape has been used to formulate character-based 
strategies to ensure the continued distinctiveness of the Kent landscape. It is 
intended that the Landscape Assessment of Kent will be used in a variety of forward 
planning strategies, in land management schemes and in planning control.  

6.2.2 The Landscape Assessment of Kent has been written up as two page reports for 
each character area providing a description of the landscape and a landscape ‘vision’ 
or ‘strategy’ that directly reflects the condition and sensitivity of the area. It offers a 
broad-brush, strategic approach and is written with the intention that detailed local 
studies should be undertaken to assess site specific proposals. Local landscape 
assessments undertaken at a district scale or for specific sites and areas can focus 
on a greater level of detail and therefore give more targeted information. Other 
guidance on landscape character is available in Village and Parish Design 
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Statements and, within Areas of Outstanding Beauty (AONB), in AONB Design 
Guides.  

6.2.3 Local character areas have previously been identified across the county. These are 

described in the following reports that are collectively referred to as the Landscape 

Assessment of Kent. 

 The High Weald (1994)

 The Kent Downs (1995)

 Thames Gateway, Eastern Swale Marshes and Eastern Fruit Belt (1995)

 The Low Weald Landscape Assessment & Guidelines (1997)

 The Greensand Belt Landscape Assessment & Guidelines (1998)

 North West Kent Landscape Assessment & Guidelines (1998)

 North East Kent Landscape Assessment & Guidelines (1998)

 Romney Marsh Landscape Assessment & Guidelines (1998)

6.2.4 The assessment states that “Generally, for development proposals, the most detailed 
/ local landscape assessment should be referred to in the first instance. For example 
for a site specific proposal a district/unitary level assessment should be used, if this 
is not available then the countywide study will offer guidance. Conversely, when 
developing land based strategies at a regional scale a top down approach may be 
more appropriate.” 

6.2.5 The Richborough Connection Project falls within the following Landscape Character 
Areas, the extracts of which are provided in Annex 6A.1; 

 North Kent Fruit Belt;

 The Stour Valley;

 East Kent Horticultural Belt;

 The Blean; and

 The Wantsum and Lower Stour Marshes.

6.3 Local Landscape Character Area Extracts (Canterbury, Thanet  and 
Dover)

Stour Valley Slopes LCA 28 

6.3.1 The Stour Valley Slopes stretch from Rough Common in the west to beyond Broad 
Oak in the east. The area supports arable crops and there are also areas of semi 
natural broadleaved woodland throughout the area. Hedgerows are often fragmented 
and only form a ‘loose’ network of ecological corridors linking the woodland blocks. A 
key characteristic of the LCA is that of a fragmented landscape some of which has 
been absorbed into the City and other parts, which have been disturbed by landfill 
and quarrying.  
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            Table 6B.1 LCA 28 Summary  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Stour Valley Sturry and Fordwich LCA 33 

6.3.2    Stour Valley (Sturry and Fordwich) lies to the south-east of the Stour Valley Slopes 
and extends beyond the City to the north east along Sturry Road. The land use is 
mainly improved pasture with some amenity grassland. The character area forms a 
Green Gap between the periphery of Canterbury and Sturry and Fordwich to the 
north east. Key characteristics include dominant commercial and retail units on the 
valley floor forming the urban edge and Grade 3 agricultural land managed as west 
meadows.   

 Summary characteristics 

Condition 

 Overall condition is poor 
 Traditionally a pastoral landscape divided by hedgerows and 

woodland blocks 
 Some designated woodland suffers from a lack of appropriate 

coppice management. 
 Detracting features including quarrying and landfill, electricity 

pylons and telecommunications masts on the ridgeline above 
Rough Common. Downgrade views but not always apparent in the 
broader landscape.  

 Distinctive features lost to development. Decline of traditional 
pattern of landscape poses greatest threat to future character.  

Sensitivity 

 Traditional landscape still evident 
 Moderate sense of place 
 Dominant south facing slopes combined with filtered tree cover 

from small blocks of woodland gives a highly visible landscape 
overall.  

 Ridgeline plays an important role for viewing the City. Important as 
a backdrop to the east.  

Habitat Network  
Opportunity 

 Extent and buffer woodland of the Blean southwards into the Stour 
Valley, link small blocks of woodland scattered throughout towards 
Canterbury 

Guidelines 

 Strengthen and recreate the traditional field pattern 
 Conserve and restore open grass slopes overlooking the city 
 Resist the introduction of dominant features on the visually 

sensitive ridgeline  

Landscape  
Analysis 

 Condition: Poor 
 Visual Unity: Interrupted 
 Functional Integrity: Coherent 
 Sensitivity: Moderate 
 Sense of Place: Weak 
 Visibility: High 
 Guidelines: Restore and Improve 
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Table 6B.2 LCA 33 Summary 

 Summary characteristics 

Condition 

 Overall condition is moderate 
 Visual unity and pattern of elements around Fordwich are strong 
 Most damaged area is along Sturry Road towards Canterbury  
 Detracting features include roads, railways, pylons, areas of former 

landfill 

Sensitivity 

 Overall assessed as a highly sensitive landscape 
 Where the valley has remained undeveloped and the traditional 

pattern of ditches and meadows is distinct the strength of the 
character is strong. 

 Pattern is not consistent over entire area due to the decline in ditch 
network. 

 Overall strength of the character of the area is considered 
moderate. 

 The flatness of the valley floor combined with its limited tree cover 
creates a highly visible landscape. 

Habitat Network  
Opportunity 

 Significant areas of wetland and wet meadow network opportunity. 
Eg wet grassland, reedbeds, scrapes, lagoons and ponds.  

Guidelines 
 Soften the impact of the built up area and built development using 

planting appropriate to the local landscape 
 Manage watercourses for biodiversity 

Landscape  
Analysis 

 Condition: Moderate 
 Visual Unity: Coherent 
 Functional Integrity: Coherent 
 Sensitivity: High 
 Sense of Place: Moderate 
 Visibility: Very High 
 Guidelines: Restore and Conserve 

 

 Broad Oak Valley (LCA 25) 

6.3.3 The Broad Oak Valley stretches from Tyler Hill in the west, north of Broad Oak and 
Sturry and is bounded by West and East Blean Woods to the north. It is described as 
a rolling landscape with rounded slopes divided into a series of long valleys fringed 
by Ancient Woodland to the north. There are long views to the east and south from 
higher ground across distant farmland and there is a strong hedgerow network and 
mature dense tree corridors. There is a strong sense of enclosure due to the dense 
mature woodland corridors and rolling topography and the edge of the Blean Woods 
to the north and views tend to be restricted. Key characteristics include a strong 
hedgerow network and matured dense tree corridors flanking valley streams, and 
long views to east and south from higher ground across distant farmland.  
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Table 6B.3 LCA 25 Summary 

 Summary characteristics 

Condition 

 Overall condition is good. 
 Unified arable landscape with a good network of mature 

hedgerows 
 Pylons are prominently located crossing valleys and ridgelines. 
 Some designated woodland appears to suffer from a lack of 

active coppice management. 

Sensitivity 

 Overall assessed as a moderately sensitive landscape 
 Small scale pattern of fields and hedgerows characteristic of the 

area with historic origins back to medieval times.  
 Rolling landscaper and enclosure from the hedgerow network 

restrict views to the higher ground and overall visibility is 
moderate.  

Habitat Network  
Opportunity 

 Habitat creation would help to extend and link the significant 
resource of ancient woodland situated north of Broad Oak Valley 
and the smaller blocks of woodland on the southern side of the 
valley. 

Guidelines 
 Avoid visually dominant elements within the open landscape 
 Conserve and reinforce traditional hedgerow pattern 
 Conserve and reinforce historic small scale irregular field pattern 

Landscape  
Analysis 

 Condition: Good 
 Visual Unity: Strongly unified 
 Functional Integrity: Coherent 
 Sensitivity: Moderate 
 Sense of Place: Moderate 
 Visibility: Moderate 
 Guidelines: Conserve and Reinforce 

 

Hoath Farmlands (LCA 38) 
 

6.3.4 The Hoath Farmlands stretch from north of Sturry in the west to Upstreet in the east 
and encompasses Chislet and stretches to Boyden Gate at the northern most point. 
The boundary of Study Area A stops just before Tile Lodge farm and only a relatively 
small section of this LCA falls within the study area. This is an open arable 
landscape with medium to large scale fields with small isolated woodland. Key 
characteristics include long views across open fields from higher points, small 
isolated woodlands and small isolated villages, properties of historic interest and 
scattered farms and groups of cottages.   

Table 6B.4 LCA 38 Summary 

 Summary characteristics 

Condition 

 Overall condition is poor. 
 Pattern is coherent although there has been extensive loss of 

hedgerows as a result of agricultural intensification.  
 Modern housing, caravan sites and large agricultural barns detract 

from the traditional landscape whilst pylons are sited across the 
southern slopes.  
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 Summary characteristics 

Sensitivity 

 Overall assessed as a moderately sensitive landscape 
 Isolated woodlands and fragmented hedgerows retain the 

distinctiveness of the area 
 Intermittent tree cover and rolling topography creates a moderately 

visible landscape 

Habitat Network  
Opportunity 

 South side of valley there is extensive opportunity of acid 
grassland/heath network development, with woodland on higher 
ground and wetland near the Sarre Penn. 

Guidelines 
 Avoid visually dominant elements within the open landscape 
 Conserve and reinforce traditional hedgerow pattern 
 Conserve and reinforce built form 

Landscape  
Analysis 

 Condition: Poor 
 Visual Unity: Coherent 
 Functional Integrity: Weak 
 Sensitivity: Moderate 
 Sense of Place: Moderate 
 Visibility: Moderate 
 Guidelines: Restore and Improve 

 
 Nethergong Sarre Penn Inlet LCA 4 

6.3.5 Section B of the route corridor includes a linear section of the Nethergong Sarre 
Penn Inlet which is a wide, flat former inlet of the Wantsum Channel which is a 
predominantly open landscape with limited tree cover.  The Sarre Penn is a stream, 
which lies alongside arable flat fields which have a tendency to flood.  There are no 
buildings within the area, and only a road which crosses the Nethergong Penn.  

Table 6B.5 LCA 4 Summary 

 Summary characteristics 

Condition 

 Overall condition is good. 
 Flat open topography and linear penns provide visual unity 
 Few visual detractors, comprising unsympathetic culverting of the 

penns and inappropriate fencing in connection with equestrian 
grazing.  

Sensitivity 

 Overall assessed as a highly sensitive landscape 
 Dominance of the flat landform and watercourses provide local 

distinctiveness and the openness gives way to far reaching views 
towards Chislet, Hersden, Upstreet and Sarre.  

Habitat Network  
Opportunity 

 South side of Nethergong Penn with potential for acid 
grassland/heath habitats.  

Guidelines 

 Conserve undeveloped character of the landscape. 
 Encourage appropriate maintenance of watercourses to enhance 

the nature conservation interest 
 Avoid the introduction of large scale incongruous elements in the 

open landscape.  

Landscape  
Analysis 

 Condition: Good 
 Visual Unity: Unified 
 Functional Integrity: Coherent 
 Sensitivity: High 
 Sense of Place: Moderate 
 Visibility: Moderate 
 Guidelines: Conserve 
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    Stour Valley Slopes: Westbere (LCA 29) 

6.3.6 To the south of the route corridor and in the vicinity of Upstreet the landscape falls 
within the edge of the Stour Valley Slopes: Westbere LCA. Small areas of mixed 
deciduous woodland are scattered across the area however many hedgerows 
have been removed to create large arable fields on the upper slopes. Views tend 
to be enclosed by vegetation and built development around urban areas however 
broad views across towards Hoath are available. There is also a presence of 
unsympathetic 20th century commercial and industrial development along the A28. 
Recent housing development has been built on the outskirts of Hersden, 
increasing the built development within the landscape.  

Table 6B.6 LCA 29 Summary 

 Summary characteristics 

Condition 

 Overall condition is poor 
 An incoherent landscape with many detracting features.  
 Residential areas are vastly different in character. 
 Fragmented hedgerows in varying condition.  
 Small to medium scale woodlands are scattered and isolated in the 

landscape.  

Sensitivity 

 Overall assessed as an area of low sensitivity 
 Weak sense of place, landscape eroded with little identity of its own. 
 Visibility is high although views within the area are sometimes 

contained by the fragmented tree cover and development,  
 Views into and out of the area across the valley floor over 

Stodmarsh Ridge and along the Great Stour Valley at Grove Ferry 
Habitat Network  
Opportunity 

 Opportunity for developing part of the acid grassland/heath network  

Guidelines 

 Consider ways to integrate new and existing development into the 
landscape using traditional landscape elements such as woodland 
blocks and hedgerows. 

 Improve design standards for new development in the area. 
 Resist proposals that would introduce extensive or obtrusive 

elements on the visually sensitive valley sides and ridgeline.  

Landscape  
Analysis 

 Condition: Poor 
 Visual Unity: Slightly interrupted 
 Functional Integrity: Coherent 
 Sensitivity: Low 
 Sense of Place: Very weak 
 Visibility: Moderate 
 Guidelines: Improve 
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    Chislet Arable Belt (LCA 3) 

6.3.7 The western area of Section C falls largely within the Chislet Arable Belt LCA. The 
landscape is characterized by the large, flat, open marshland and arable fields 
which are segregated by linear drainage ditches. The scale and topography of the 
open arable areas create a unified, coherent landscape. There is very little tree 
cover, although some fragmented clumps of vegetation grow alongside the 
drainage ditches and around the housing. Many of the old drove roads are still 
present and retain a varied grassland flora. The Study Area within Section C also 
includes a section of the Sarre Wall, which was once wide enough to be used as a 
road. Settlement is mainly confined to the edge of the marsh, with the marsh itself 
uninhabited. 

Table 6B.7 LCA 3 Summary 

 Summary characteristics 

Condition 

 Overall condition is moderate 
 Scale and topography of the open arable areas create a unified, 

coherent landscape despite the recent agricultural improvements.  
 Few detracting features in the landscape.  

Sensitivity 

 Overall assessed as an area of high sensitivity 
 Visibility is generally high due to the open nature of the 

landscape and the general absence of built development on the 
marsh.  

 Long views to St. Nicholas Wade and Manston.  
 Moderate sense of place. 

Habitat Network  
Opportunity 

 Creation and restoration of wetland habitat, as part of the wider 
wetland network in the Lower Stour Catchment. 

Guidelines 

 Conserve the open character of the marshland landscape and 
long distance views.  

 Restore and strengthen field margins adjacent to ditch systems. 
 Resist new development on the open low lying areas and slopes 

of the channel 
 Ensure new development is sympathetic in scale design and 

siting.   

Landscape  
Analysis 

 Condition: Moderate 
 Visual Unity: Unified 
 Functional Integrity: Coherent 
 Sensitivity: High 
 Sense of Place: Moderate 
 Visibility: Very High 
 Guidelines: Conserve and Restore 
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          The Former Wantsum North Shore 

6.3.8 The eastern half of Section C lies largely within the Former Wantsum North Shore 
and a small linear section of the Former Wantsum Channel, both within Thanet 
District Council. Thanet has a distinct landscape area defined by the former limits of 
the island that was cut off from the mainland by the Wantsum Channel until it silted 
up around 1000 years ago. The district has distinctive wide, simple and unrestricted 
views and dramatic chalk cliffs along parts of the coastline. In previous local plans, 
the Council has sought to protect these important landscapes. The last local plan 
(2006) identified six Landscape Character Areas subject to planning policy CC2. The 
protection of Thanet’s important landscapes is continued in the emerging Local Plan 
(REF XX). These character assessments are not appraised in the same level of 
detail or narrative as Canterbury City Council’s Landscape and Biodiversity 
Appraisal, and therefore a description of each character area is provided below, with 
key features underlined.  

6.3.9 The Former Wantsum North Shore largely comprises the distinctive and often quite 
steep hill slopes leading down from the Central Chalk Plateau to the former 
Wantsum Channel. The landscape is very open with few features and the former 
shoreline is more distinct in some places than in others, with the variation in the 
contour pattern. From the upper slopes it affords extensive views across the whole of 
the former Wantsum Channel to the slopes on the opposite banks and in many 
places to the sea. It also provides the unique setting of the former channel side 
villages of Minster, Monkton, Sarre and St Nicholas, and the smaller, originally farm 
based, settlements of Shuart, Gore Street and Potten Street. The openness of this 
landscape provides wide and long views of the former Wantsum Channel area and 
Pegwell Bay. The study acknowledges long views to and from the ‘island’ and its 
unenclosed landscape, its plateau and marshes. The study finds Thanet’s sense of 
place to be very strong, with open views contributing to the high sensitivity of the 
landscape. 

The Former Wantsum Channel 

6.3.10 The Former Wantsum Channel includes all the flood plain of the River Stour, and  
historically represents the former sea channel, the Wantsum Channel, which 
previously separated the Isle of Thanet from mainland Kent and which silted up over 
several centuries. The area is characterised by a vast, flat, open landscape defined 
by the presence of an ancient field system, defined by an extensive ditch and dyke 
system, the sea walls and isolated groups of trees. These elements provide 
important visual evidence of the physical evolution of the Wantsum Channel and, like 
other marsh areas in Kent, produce huge open skies.  

6.3.11 The Former Wantsum North Shore largely comprises the distinctive and often quite 
steep hill slopes Leading down from the Central Chalk Plateau to the former 
Wantsum Channel. The landscape is very open with few features and the former 
shoreline is more distinct in some places than in others, with the variation in the 
contour pattern. It also provides the unique setting of the former channel side villages 
of Minster, Monkton, Sarre and St Nicholas, and the smaller, originally farm based, 
settlements of Shuart, Gore Street and Potten Street. These elements provide 
important visual evidence of the growth of human settlement, agriculture and 
commerce in the area. The openness of this landscape provides wide and long views 
of the former Wantsum Channel area and Pegwell Bay. 
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Ash Level 

6.3.12   The second portion of Section D falls within the Ash Level Landscape Character 
Areas, as defined in the Dover District Landscape Character Assessment (2006) 
prepared by Jacobs Babtie. The assessment defines the Ash Levels as an area 
characterised by topography and geology. Key characteristics include: 

 Flat topography; 

 Arable and pastoral use; 

 Ditches define boundaries; 

 No roads or buildings; 

 Un-enclosed; and  

 Open views.  

6.12.13  The area holds reference to its waterlogged past with drainage ditches running 
along field boundaries, providing a pattern to the landscape and a strong 
characteristic. There is little built development, creating a predominantly horizontal 
landscape with little to interrupt the view or focus the eye. Neither do many roads 
cross the area with access only reaching its boundary edges in the form of straight 
‘Drove’ roads, created for herding sheep out to marshland pasture in past times. 
Narrow winding lanes skirt the edges of the area, defining its boundaries. The 
character assessment describes visible development in the ‘Sandwich Corridor’ in 
particular Pfizer industrial buildings and the former Richborough power station 
(now demolished). 
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THE STOUR VALLEY

CHARACTER AREA DESCRIPTIONThe Stour Valley incorporates the flat-bottomed floodplain of the Great Stour and Little Stour rivers. It is a narrow character area which runs from south 
west of Canterbury, then through the city itself and on to Grove at the edge of the Chislet marshes. The Little Stour drains a small area from 
Wickhambreaux and Wingham down to its outlet on the marsh of West Stourmouth.

The valley is well contained as the fertile, well cultivated sides rise resolutely on either side of the flat valley floor. Near Canterbury, the banks are 
steeper and accentuated by woodland on the tops. At Chartham and Stamford Street the slopes are dramatically steep.

The course of the river winds through wet, marshy and reed fringed land which has scrub and dense riparian vegetation along the river margins. 
Agriculturally, it is classified as poor, the alluvial soils being generally waterlogged with some peat.

Wetland pasture is still much in evidence although larger arable fields sweep up the valley sides, such as near Trenleypark Wood. The pasture still 
exists in small pockets either side of the meandering river, where it is drained by a close network of regular ditches. A variety of scrub vegetation and 
trees, including poplars and willows, line the ditches and enclose small spaces within the valley.

Original settlements were built at the edge of the fluvial marshland, such as the villages of Westbury and Fordwich. Roman roads followed the edge of 
the floodplain or the higher ground. The city of Canterbury, which was founded on the edge of the Stour, has now spilled out into the Stour Valley in 
the form of housing estates, light industry and car retail units. Pylons are also much in evidence along the Great Stour near Sturry and the outskirts of 
the city. The river itself becomes lost in a unmanaged strip between developments, except where the heavy detailing the highway bridges makes it 
apparent.

There are few routes which cross the two valleys, but busy feeder roads to the industrial units and the main routes out of Canterbury traverse the 
length of the Great Stour. A railway line enforces the impact of the transport corridor, and inhibits access across the valley. Near the urban areas, the 
valley is noisy and fragmented.

Both rivers are characterised by the old watermills which can be found along their courses. At Wickhambreaux, the tall weatherboarded mill house 
provides a striking feature at the edge of the picturesque village. Mill ponds and mill races are part of the watercourse, now redundant and overgrown 
in many cases, such as in Milner Close near Fordwich.

The much shorter course of the Little Stour runs through a banked canalised section through the tiny hamlet of Seaton. The river was diverted during 
the 18th century to serve a purpose-built mill and now follows a shallow depression through wetland pasture.

Gravel extraction has been a major influence on the valley landscape. Wet pits cover vast areas of the valley floor from Chilham to Upstreet. Old pits 
with open water, spits and islands, and the surrounding marshland, provide Kent's most extensive water and wetland habitats at Westbere Marshes, 
Stodmarsh and Preston Marshes.

Stodmarsh Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) includes the lakes at Westbere. Its marsh is also protected as a National Nature Reserve. Visually, 
it is an intriguing watery plain which widens as it approaches the Chislet marshes into a colourful spread of grassland, reedbeds and scrub. There are 
also some mono-species tree plantations associated with the gravel workings.

The underlying peaty soils have given rise to very large reedbeds (Phragmites australis) and fen plants where the reeds have been cut. Rich habitats 
are also found where the ditches between wetland pastures are sensitively maintained and cleared of reeds: the rare rootless duckweed (Wolffia 
arriza) and sharp-leaved pondweed (Potomageton acutifolius) have been found at Stodmarsh.

The wide valley mouths can be viewed either side from the gentle rise of Grove Hill in the East Kent Horticulture Belt. Both plains have been affected 
by coal mining activities; Stodmarsh contains central lagoons caused by mining subsidence in the Chislet colliery, and the Little Stour has been 
polluted with saline water from Tilmanstone colliery, reducing its diversity of aquatic plants. The sites attract many breeding and wintering birds, some 
rare such as Cetti's warbler which breeds here in significant numbers.

To the south west of Canterbury, around Stamford Street and Chartham, the Great Stour Valley is far more traditionally rural. It is well enclosed by the 
steep sides of the valley and is inherently small scale; outside the urban areas of Canterbury, shady pastures on the flat.

Location map:

next >>

Prepared for Kent County Council by Jacobs Babtie



THE STOUR VALLEY

Visual Unity: Coherent.                             

Functional Integrity: Coherent.                             

Sense of Place: Moderate.                    

Visibility: High.                           

Condition Moderate.

Sensitivity High.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

CONSERVE AND RESTORE.

Pattern of elements: Coherent.

Detracting features: Some.

Cultural integrity: Poor.

Ecological integrity: Coherent.

Distinctiveness: Characteristic.
Continuity: Historic.

Landform: Apparent

Extent of tree cover: Open

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

CONTEXT

low moderate high

Sensitivity

good

moderate

poor

Condition

Regional: North East Kent

PHOTOGRAPH

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
Condition

The flat valley floor and pastoral landscape is coherent, but interrupted by linear settlements 
along the road and around existing hills.  Visual detractors include transport corridors and 
the urban edge.  The river is the basis for a strong ecological corridor with a surrounding 
network of ditches, and some unfarmed marsh, wetlands and open water. The extent of tree 
cover is poor, although there is some plantation woodland - tree lines along water courses 
are generally mature.  Historic cores to enlarged settlements, vernacular details and historic 
water mills are noticeable within more recent development.  Built form has a moderate 
positive impact.  The condition of the area is considered to be moderate.

Sensitivity

Visibility is high in the open landscape and this influences the high sensitivity of the area.  
The dominant time depth is historic, although an ancient highway follows the valley floor.  
Mills, river crossings and tree lined ditches confirm the historic influences which are 
characteristic of the area and give a moderate sense of place.

LANDSCAPE ACTIONS

Conserve ditches and the pattern of sinuous pastures.
Conserve the strong ecological corridor of the river, wetlands and ditch network, and 
enhance it with sensitive management.
Conserve areas of non-intensive use within farmland.
Restore managed tree cover in and around areas of settlement.
Conserve and restore tree lines along water courses.

Flat valley floor, widening towards the river mouth. Long distance views of Canterbury 
Cathedral. Valley sides are steep, dropping in height as the valley widens towards the  river 
mouth. Wetland pasture drained by well vegetated ditches and dykes; small scale, well 
enclosed field pattern. Marshland, colourful reeds and grasses, lakes and open water. Rich 
and diverse habitats. Settlement on river at edge of floodplain and linear settlement 
surrounding the valley. Watermills.

Conserve and manage ditch network, wetlands, 
marsh and wet pastures
Conserve and restore tree lines and managed 
riparian trees near settlement.

REINFORCE
CONSERVE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE

CREATE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE & 
CREATE

CONSERVE & 
RESTORE

CREATE  
RESTORE & 

CREATE
RESTORE
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NORTH KENT FRUIT BELT

CHARACTER AREA DESCRIPTIONThis forms a small landscape area around and to the east of Canterbury, based on the Thanet Beds, River Gravels Head Brickearths and small areas 
of Woolwich Beds. It is located from the 20m to above the 40m contour. 
 
The soils associated with the silty drifts of the Brickearths are deep silty soils, affected by groundwater, on which cereals, potatoes and field 
vegetables were traditionally grown. The soils deriving from the Thanet Beds are deep, better-drained, good quality, silty soils on which most of the 
fruit and horticultural crops, as well as field vegetables, cereals, potatoes, and some hops can be grown.

There is much evidence of early Roman settlement along the A2 and around Canterbury.  Roads first led to Canterbury from the ports of Reculver and 
Richborough, and thence to London via Watling Street. The Turnpike Trusts helped to raise the funds to establish new roads and maintain the old 
ones across parish boundaries. The A2 and a Canterbury to Margate route were funded in this way, as well as a link to Dover, although not until after 
1780. The Canterbury to Sandwich road was not turnpiked until the 19th century.
 
To the north of the city, the university buildings are founded within the old parkland of Hales Place.

Nowadays, the small-scale fields and vertical structure of the shelterbelts and orchards gives an unspoilt secluded landscape with a strong sense of 
enclosure and verdure. This landscape can be viewed most dramatically from the A2 corridor between Dunkirk and Canterbury which gives long and 
varied views south over the fruit farms towards Chartham Hatch, and on the lanes between the orchards a distinctive, intimate effect is obtained. This 
landscape is under pressure to farm diversification plans, however, especially for recreation sites such as golf courses with uses such as dry ski 
slopes being proposed on old orchard land.

Elsewhere, the spread of villages such as Chartham Hatch has despoiled the landscape by unattractive 'fringe' uses and bland housing. East of 
Canterbury this Fruit Belt has been eroded more seriously. West of the Nailbourne up to Littlebourne there are many redundant shelterbelts but few 
orchards survive; the red-soiled fields being prepared for more profitable arable or horticultural use. 

On the edge of this character area and the Kent Downs AONB, Patrixbourne is a delightful village in a Conservation Area. 

West of Littlebourne, running down to the Great Stour and the outskirts of Canterbury is the ghost of a park that used to stretch from St Augustine's 
Abbey on the eastern outskirts of Canterbury to the small port at Fordwich. This area is still known as Old Park and much of the land remains open.

In this area too are the woodlands at Trenleypark Wood, east of Fordwich, which have been identified with one of the parks listed as 'Wickham' in the 
Domesday Book and which may represent the oldest emparked land in England. By Henry VI's reign it had already been disparked, however. These 
woodlands, associated with a stream and its adjoining carr, are a large ancient woodland complex on the ridges and valleys to the east of Canterbury. 
Although a mix of chestnut coppice, conifer plantation and richer coppice with standards, it has a rich and varied ground flora.

The setting of Canterbury is an area of high landscape value because of its attractive valley side topography, views to the cathedral and rural 
character. The Pilgrim's Way approaches Canterbury within this character area. Pressure for development beyond the urban confines of Canterbury 
into this landscape are acute.

The road capabilities around Canterbury are often stretched to meet the needs of an excessive volume of traffic. This problem has formerly resulted in 
proposals being made for alternative new vehicular routes around Canterbury, but traffic congestion may now have to be addressed in more 
innovative ways.

Location map:

next >>
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NORTH KENT FRUIT BELT

Visual Unity: Unified.                                 

Functional Integrity: Weak.                                  

Sense of Place: Weak.                          

Visibility: High.                           

Condition Moderate.

Sensitivity Moderate.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

CONSERVE AND CREATE.

Pattern of elements: Coherent.

Detracting features: Few.

Cultural integrity: Variable.

Ecological integrity: Weak.

Distinctiveness: Characteristic.
Continuity: Recent.

Landform: Apparent

Extent of tree cover: Open

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

CONTEXT

low moderate high

Sensitivity

good

moderate

poor

Condition

Regional: North East Kent

PHOTOGRAPH

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
Condition

The landscape has a coherent pattern of elements:  well enclosed and well managed fields 
with farmsteads and oasts over the rolling landscape.  This pattern is interrupted by some 
large areas of arable cultivation and post and wire fencing, but there are few other visual 
detractors.  The intensity of the fruit and arable farming weakens the ecological interest of 
the farmland, which has limited woodland, few hedges or any other opportunity for semi-
natural habitat.  Culturally, there are areas which exhibit an intact framework of well-
maintained hedges and shelter belts around large farmsteads and oasts.  The area is 
considered to be in moderate condition.

Sensitivity

Many of the key characteristics, such as single species shelter belts, large square oasts and 
dwarf root stock trees, are recent influences on the historic landscape.  Woodlands and 
historic hedgerows are indistinct, some highways have also lost distinctive characteristics.  
Visibility is high as views are open across the apparent landform.  Sensitivity is considered to 
be moderate.

LANDSCAPE ACTIONS

Conserve historic settlement patterns and isolated settlements on minor ridges in the 
landscape.
Conserve the enclosure and well-managed attributes of the medium scale field pattern.
Create small woodlands to link with existing copses.

Well enclosed, medium scale field pattern. Rolling, quiet, picturesque. Traditional Kentish 
elements such as hops and orchards are characteristic. Well managed, simple form. 
The edge of the Canterbury urban area influences views, landuse and circulation.
The views towards the Cathedral are very important. Outlying villages are quiet and rural, 
but with an increasing suburban influence.

Conserve the scale and pattern of settlement
Conserve views to the cathedral
Conserve patterns and management of field 
enclosure

REINFORCE
CONSERVE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE

CREATE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE & 
CREATE

CONSERVE & 
RESTORE

CREATE  
RESTORE & 

CREATE
RESTORE
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THE BLEAN

CHARACTER AREA DESCRIPTIONThis local area is defined by the limits of an outcrop of London Clay that includes Whitstable and Herne Bay on the north coast and the domed 
landscape of the Blean woodlands which drops down to the outskirts of Canterbury. The landscape rises to over 80 metres in the west around the 
village of Blean, gradually dropping eastwards to the 20 metre contour, towards the Wantsum and lower Stour Marshes and the coast. 

The clay is blue-marine clay weathering to brown with a renowned fossil association as part of its makeup.  It outcrops as cliffs on the coast near 
Herne Bay and is very susceptible to erosion; sometimes at the rate of three metres per year. Fossils are often found exposed at the coast near Herne 
Bay. 

The soils derived from the clay are slowly permeable, seasonally waterlogged clayey soils mostly with brown sub-soils. Some are silty or loamy soils 
over clayey base soils with better drained soils on the slopes. The traditional use of these soils has been for dairying with some cereals, deciduous or 
coniferous woodlands. Between Blean and the coast behind Whitstable and Herne Bay there still exists a well developed field system, but much has 
been opened to arable uses. 

The domed high ground, known as 'The Blean' is dominated by ancient woodland or ancient replanted woodland, most of it designated as a Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and it is also a candidate Special Area for Conservation (SAC). It remains as one of the most extensive semi-natural 
woodlands in Kent and the south east of England. The most densely wooded landscapes correspond to poorer soil, although the perimeter areas have 
been cleared for agriculture. The acid soil conditions support a significant area of dense heathy woodland, much of which is managed as hornbeam 
and chestnut coppice and which harbours the last few colonies of the rare Heath Fritillery butterfly. Other woodland types include single-age stands, 
regenerative birch and scrub, and oak standards within the coppice. Views from the cleared edges of the woodland can be long-reaching and 
dramatic, for instance the view of the conurbation and seascape of Herne Bay from Thornden Wood. Looking south, the city of Canterbury can be 
surveyed from the higher ground of Tyler Hill.

Wooded areas include Thornden, Clowes, and Honey Wood near Tyler Hill, Church Wood and East Blean Wood. Small pockets of Grade 2 land 
reflect the overlying drift deposits such as Head Brickearths found around Amery Corner and Cutballs Farm, and those deposited in the old channel of 
the Sarre Penn through Chislet Park, Rushbourne Manor and Hoades Court.

The landscape varies from the flatter land close to Whitstable, north of the A299, to the rising, rounded, often wooded heights of the Blean woods to 
the south. Whitstable itself is a mix of white painted clapboard, seaside villas, bungalows and colourful beach huts. Most noticeable is the wind, the 
sky, the muddy sand flats and the openness of the seaside space. 

Brett Gravels are the last remaining industrial function within the town harbour, although the Seasalter Fish Company still runs a whelk operation. The 
famous Whitstable oysters are also still farmed and brought ashore here, sadly not in the numbers that they once were. The harbour is very much alive 
even though the railway, the Whitstable Harbour Branch, from Canterbury, was closed in the late 1950s.
 
The centre of the town is very 'unspoiled' having local shops and individual merchants rather than the big chains, but it suffers from heavy traffic. It has 
a thriving local artist population.

The new Thanet Way cuts through Clapham Hill above Whitstable south of the A299. Over Clapham Hill the landscape rolls down the valley and up to 
Pean Hill. 

Along the coastline, holiday chalets and insubstantial housing, a mix of horse pasture or grazing goats, cast a suburban air but the backdrop of 
wooded hills provides a remote setting. The occasional square oast implies the presence of hops in the past, with some evidence of orchards in the 
place names and in the presence of residual poplars, but no orchards or hops are present now. Diamond spile fencing is used in both Whitstable and 
on individual rural cottages. 

Some open areas still exist between Herne Bay and Whitstable which are currently protected by local planning policy.

Location map:

next >>
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THE BLEAN

Visual Unity: Coherent.                             

Functional Integrity: Strong.                                 

Sense of Place: Moderate.                    

Visibility: Moderate.                    

Condition Good.

Sensitivity Moderate.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

CONSERVE AND REINFORCE.

Pattern of elements: Coherent.

Detracting features: Some.

Cultural integrity: Good.

Ecological integrity: Moderate.

Distinctiveness: Characteristic.
Continuity: Historic.

Landform: Apparent.

Extent of tree cover: Intermittent.

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

CONTEXT

low moderate high

Sensitivity

good

moderate

poor

Condition

Regional: North East Kent

PHOTOGRAPH

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
Condition

The landform of the Blean is clearly defined from the open, flat coastal plain to the rounded, 
wooded hills in the south of the area. The landscape elements are coherent, but piecemeal 
development and unsympathetic land use interrupts some of the woodland, and coastal 
development with road links detract from some open views. The ecological value is strong in 
the woodland and at the coast, but weaker in intermediate areas, despite areas of rough 
grassland - links between the two are also weak. Built development has a moderately 
negative impact on the area as a whole. There is also much unfarmed land near the coast. 
In general the land use is not intensive, and access remains limited across the large wooded 
ridge. Overall, the condition of the area is high.

Sensitivity

The Blean has one of the largest areas of ancient woodland within Kent and retains a very 
strong time-depth. The type of tree cover is very distinctive, but other historic features such 
as small pastures within the woodland, and wet-fenced pastures on the coastal strip, are 
becoming indistinct. Recent built form is also indistinct. Tree cover is widespread on the hill 
tops but stops abruptly at the top of lower slopes. Visibility is therefore considered to be 
moderate.

LANDSCAPE ACTIONS

Conserve the ancient characteristics of the woodland including the density and management 
of the characteristic species. The limited access of the woodland lanes should also be 
conserved.
The hedged farmland on the lower slopes requires reinforcement of the landscape pattern, 
and also requires reinforced links with the woodland on higher ground so that the woodland 
character extends towards the coastal plain. This may also encompass the route of the 
Thanet Way which currently bisects the character area.
The natural landscape features of the coastal plain -such as open grassland and wet 
fencing - should be reinforced and linked with the wooded characteristics of the southern 
Blean where there is natural drainage.

Densely wooded, rounded hilltops with sparse nucleic settlements and few roads within the  
woodland. Flat coastal plain. Haphazard seaside and leisure development. Neglected 
pasture near the coast- a high proportion of unfarmed land.

Conserve tree cover and specific mix of species - 
oak, hornbeam and chestnut coppice
Reinforce the field pattern and enclosure on the 
lower slopes
Reinforce the links between coastal plain and 
wooded ridge
Reinforce natural habitats on the coastal plain

REINFORCE
CONSERVE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE

CREATE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE & 
CREATE

CONSERVE & 
RESTORE

CREATE  
RESTORE & 

CREATE
RESTORE
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EAST KENT HORTICULTURAL BELT

CHARACTER AREA DESCRIPTIONThis generally flat, farmed character area is derived from the Tertiary Beds, most notably the Thanet Beds in east Kent that overlie the chalk. This is a 
mixed landscape that fringes the chalk lands on their northern boundary east of Herne Bay, around Maypole, Hersden, Stodmarsh, Wingham, Ash and 
Woodnesborough. The belt ranges from three to seven kilometres wide and corresponds approximately to the 10-40m contours.

The Tertiary Beds are fine-grained grey and brown sands with local silty clays. Elsewhere, Head Brickearths, derived from loamy parent-rock such as 
the Thanet and Sandgate Beds, and also from Aeolian origins, are found extensively in association with the Thanet Beds around Wickhambreaux, 
Wingham Green, Littlebourne and Patrixbourne, corresponding to many of the former fruit-growing areas. Extensive deposits of Head Brickearths are 
found north of Ash, around Knowlton, and at Worth. 

These drifts have produced deep silty soils, often affected with groundwater. Areas of waterlogging occur south of Wingham and Ash. Those soils with 
groundwater problems traditionally support cereals, potatoes and field vegetables. Significant areas of orchard and horticultural crops occur on the 
better drained, higher grade soils at East Stourmouth, Preston, Elmstone, Westmarsh, Upper Goldstone and Perry and to the east at 
Woodnesborough. 

Market gardening was first brought to the Sandwich area in Kent by the Flemish in Tudor times, and there are still farmhouses of Dutch style to be 
seen. 

A very small pocket of hops can still be found south-east of Shatterling, but this is now a rare feature of this landscape. Some of the orchards north of 
Ash are now being grubbed up and the growers are diversifying, for example into viticulture; changing the character of the countryside in this area.

Otherwise the area is mainly large-scale arable with limited grassland around Richborough, Wingham, Stodmarsh, Upstreet, Maypole and Ford south-
east of Hunters Forstal.  In the 1960s there was a greater scattering of pasture and a wider spread of orchard. It is now mostly an open landscape 
which slopes gently down to the adjacent marshland and the river valley of the Stour. Views are often very long, for instance from the Roman road at 
Hersden across to Thanet, and from Grove Hill across to Stodmarsh and the Stour valley. 

Many of the villages such as Chislet, Stodmarsh, Upstreet, Wingham, Wickhambreaux, and Ickham are of historic interest, as are the bigger 
settlements such as Ash and Sandwich. Wingham was formerly a small market town with houses dating from the 13th century. It is a simple one-street 
town, lacking a wide market place or a square. 

Settlements are often found on the boundaries of parishes, indicating shared, or intercommonable pasture within formerly wooded country. Examples 
of this are at Twitham, which runs across the parishes of Wingham and Goodnestone. The borough and manor of Tickenhurst (the young goats wood) 
was situated partly in Heronden in Eastry and partly in Hammill in Woodnesborough, divided between two parishes.   

Between Wingham and Ash is an enclosed and secluded landscape with occasional fruit and even hops scattered among the arable fields. A small-
scale agricultural landscape persists around small hamlets with hedged lanes, shelterbelts and a narrow twisting road network.

The landscape is increasingly open east of Ash with long views to Richborough Power Station. The few undulations disappear, field boundaries are 
less in evidence, and the landscape becomes increasingly level as it grades towards the Wantsum and Lower Stour Marshes.

Small pockets of industry do occur such as the proposed business use for the old Chislet and Betteshanger Collieries.

Location map:

next >>
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EAST KENT HORTICULTURAL BELT

Visual Unity: Unified.                                 

Functional Integrity: Weak.                                  

Sense of Place: Weak.                          

Visibility: Moderate.                    

Condition Moderate.

Sensitivity Low.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

CREATE AND REINFORCE.

Pattern of elements: Coherent.

Detracting features: Few.

Cultural integrity: Variable.

Ecological integrity: Weak.

Distinctiveness: Indistinct.
Continuity: Historic.

Landform: Insignificant.

Extent of tree cover: Open.

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

CONTEXT

low moderate high

Sensitivity

good

moderate

poor

Condition

Regional: North East Kent

PHOTOGRAPH

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
Condition

The landscape pattern continues to reflect small-scale fields of mixed use, enclosed by 
shelterbelts. Although increasing arable cultivation is now opening up the landscape, there 
are few detracting features. The area is known for ancient and historic settlement sites, but 
this element is not apparent in the existing small farming hamlets. The intensive agricultural 
and horticultural use of the farmland, in addition to limited natural habitats and some loss of 
vegetative field boundaries means that the ecological value is weak.

Sensitivity

The small scale farming pattern and small hamlets retain some historic elements, but there 
is little visual reinforcement of the area’s former ancient settlement pattern or the marginal 
land on the edge of the former sea channel. The mix of building styles and the variability and 
complexity of land use tend to dilute the sense of place. The landscape is open, with very 
little tree cover - middle distance views are common, with some longer views reaching over 
the edge of the marsh.

LANDSCAPE ACTIONS

Create a new landscape pattern to embrace the evolving intensified and fragmented land 
use. 
Create nuclei of distinctive small-scale landscape within the more open farmland. 
Reinforce the historic enclosure and drainage pattern by managing existing shelterbelts and 
enhancing drainage channels and wetland. 
Ensure that new shelterbelts/hedges are of sympathetic species. 
Reinforce the character of the marsh-edge, creating wetland areas.

Enclosed by hedgerows and shelterbelts, medium scale, gradually sloping or flat. Some 
contained, small-scale landscapes in the central area. Long views from higher  ground. 
Coastal and marsh edges. Diverse agriculture with vineyards, soft fruit, orchards and 
glasshouses. Small isolated linear villages, some piecemeal development along roads 
based on original small hamlets or farms. Isolated, square, buff-coloured farm cottages. Very 
narrow winding roads following the field and drainage pattern. Regimented, intensive feel to 
the farmland. Some blocks of unmanaged land, particularly towards the marginal wetlands.

Create nuclei of small-scale landscapes within the 
area
Reinforce drainage patterns and shelterbelts as 
functional and visual elements within the landscape
Create an edge to the marsh areas by 
encouraging the development of wetland areas

REINFORCE
CONSERVE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE

CREATE & 
REINFORCE

CONSERVE & 
CREATE

CONSERVE & 
RESTORE
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RESTORE & 

CREATE
RESTORE
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THE WANTSUM AND LOWER STOUR MARSHES

CHARACTER AREA DESCRIPTIONThe marshlands around the north-east Kent coast are the reclaimed and silted up course of the Wantsum Channel and the former mouth of the River 
Stour. The flat and open landscape continues around the coast to the Sandwich flats and the Lydden valley, which is located between Sandwich and 
Deal. The flat landform dominates and the landscape is large-scale with very long views, but it is bordered by the gentle slopes of the Thanet chalk 
and the horticultural belt. This adjacent higher ground abuts the marsh in a very irregular pattern, softening and adding interest to an otherwise uniform 
expanse; all views contain some background element of landform. From a viewpoint at Upstreet, the eye is drawn to the twin towers of the 
Richborough power station and the wind turbine, and to the church tower of St Nicholas at Wade, on Thanet. Centrally located in the marsh are the 
banked and snaking forms of the Stour and Wantsum rivers which are now surrounded by open fields. Archaeological evidence of activity in the Iron 
and Bronze Ages has been found here, but is known that the sea and river channels were navigable during the Roman occupation. 

The present field pattern is fairly small and regular, described by a network of drainage ditches, dykes and flood control banks. Where these are 
intensively cleared and managed, they are almost imperceptible from any distance. Where the clearance is less intensive, the watercourses are reed- 
fringed and give a sense of scale and some enclosure to the land. Reed-fringed dykes can still be found near Grove Ferry. Current farming practices 
tend towards the removal of some open drainage ditches. This is noticeable in the Chislet marshes where remnant lines of reeds and pollard willows 
can be seen.

Soils are heavy alluvial clay, generally poor quality and subject to flooding and waterlogging. The land was originally reclaimed as summer pasture for 
sheep, for each of the adjacent parishes and this is reinforced in the place names in the marsh. The Ash Levels were gradually reclaimed and used in 
the drier seasons by the inhabitants of Ash - there are also the Monkton, Minster and Chislet marshes, each associated with their various parishes. 
Much of the land was owned and reclaimed by the wealthy abbeys in the area. Parish boundaries continue down on to the marshland, encompassing 
the reclaimed territory up to the banks of the Stour. Currently, arable farming is the major land use on the plain around Thanet due to agricultural 
improvements and drainage. The reclamation continues; areas of the Stour near Upstreet and Grove have been reclaimed for farming within the last 
30 years. Evidence of the former pastoral use, such as sheep fencing and gates, has almost totally disappeared. Small patches of unimproved 
grasslands still exist, such as on the edge of the Ash levels. Former salt works are also evident.

There is no settlement within the marsh. Roads across it are still limited to the few original crossing places; these link the routes that follow the edge of 
the adjacent higher ground. Drove roads (reputedly to be former groynes associated with reclamation) leading from the villages into the marsh end 
abruptly, thus reducing the accessibility of the marsh and enforcing its remoteness. Settlements on the edge of the area are usually the sites of original 
ferry crossings, such as Grove Ferry which persisted as a ferry crossing until the late 1950s.

The eastern marshes, around Sandwich and Worth, have more of a coastal influence. Views are open to the sea. This is a comparatively smaller-
scale marshland which was also systematically reclaimed by ecclesiastical landowners around Sandwich. It is bordered by sand dunes and the coastal 
mudflats of Sandwich Bay. In particular, the Lydden Valley (near Sandwich), which is drained by the North Stream, is quiet and relatively pastoral; the 
watercourses are still prevalent and it appears to be less intensively farmed where there are arable crops. It is extremely inaccessible and remote, 
although transected by the Minster to Deal railway line. The remote marshes are predictably rich in wildlife where they are not intensively farmed and 
drained. The rich habitats of the Lydden Valley and the Hacklinge Marshes are designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).  The banks of 
the North Stream are included within the designated area. Around Hacklinge, the dykes and marshland support an unusual fen vegetation on alluvial 
and peat soils, and they attract a variety of breeding birds; some rare, such as the Cetti's Warbler.

Sandwich itself is located in a loop of the River Stour within the marshland. It was formerly an important port and still has a remarkably complete 
medieval town centre which adjoins the river. Richborough has been strategically important since the Roman invaders built the castle on a promontory 
within the marshes. The last 100 years has seen the area evade the development of a major port, but it has become a repository for large industrial 
buildings (including the electricity power station) and for waste materials. Large buildings are in scale with the open landscape, but they are served by 
wide, fast roads and are enclosed with incongruous security fencing and cosmetic planting, thus detracting from this atmospheric location. 
Weatherlees Hill at Richborough is noted for its orchids. Along the coast, there is a long barrier of aeolian sand dunes which lie between the marshes 
and the sea. They form a small but individual character area on the edge of the marsh with their characteristic grasses and maritime influences. The 
dunes are used almost exclusively as golf courses, and as such are protected from use by the wider public. About 40 species of grass have been 
found in the sandy coastal grassland, and there are other numerous rare plants such as the lizard orchid, which can be found at the Royal St. 
George's Golf Links. The coastal mudflats of Pegwell and Sandwich Bay are designated within the Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) which 
covers the Hacklinge marshes and the sand dunes. They are also internationally important for bird life, providing a landfall for migrating birds and 
breeding grounds for a range of rare summer and winter bird populations.

Location map:
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THE WANTSUM AND LOWER STOUR MARSHES

Visual Unity: Coherent.                             

Functional Integrity: Weak.                                  

Sense of Place: Weak.                          

Visibility: High.                           

Condition Poor.

Sensitivity Moderate.

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

RESTORE AND CREATE.

Pattern of elements: Coherent.

Detracting features: Some.

Cultural integrity: Poor.

Ecological integrity: Moderate.

Distinctiveness: Indistinct.
Continuity: Historic.

Landform: Apparent

Extent of tree cover: Open

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS

CONTEXT

low moderate high

Sensitivity

good

moderate

poor

Condition

Regional: North East Kent

PHOTOGRAPH

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
Condition

The flat landscape of the former sea channel retains its characteristic long views and 
isolated stretches of farmland crossed by drainage channels. It is coherent as reclaimed 
marsh but few natural grasslands now exist and the intensive use for arable cultivation - with 
intensive management of ditches - have reduced the visual and ecological interest. There 
are very few visible lines of vegetation associated with drainage. Built development is 
encroaching on some edges and detracting features such as the urban edge, fencing and 
farm buildings and road bridges are increasing and become prominent in the flat landscape.

Sensitivity

Visibility is generally high in the flat, open landscape. The area is otherwise slightly 
contained by the low rises of Thanet and the East Kent Horticultural Belt to the north and 
south respectively, opening out to the sea at Sandwich. The historic pattern of ditches and 
sea defences are becoming indistinct where there are new road patterns and new uses.

LANDSCAPE ACTIONS

Restore the visual interest of drainage channels by restoring grasses and reeds. 
Restore the ecological diversity of ditches by sensitive management. 
Create ecologically rich wetland/marsh/grasslands. Linear and marginal habitats at the upper 
edge of the marshland and along flood defences could reinforce the edge of the low-lying 
land where the distinction is weakest. 
Restore land patterns governed by historic sea defences and land drainage, noting the 
hierarchy of natural drainage channels and the subsequent man-made reclamation.

Flat, open and remote. No settlement on marshland.
Reculver Towers and Richborough Fort mark the end of the Wantsum Channel.
Regular field pattern fringed with dykes and drainage ditches. Flood defences are 
characteristic elements.
River courses, flooding and waterlogging.
Coastal influences-climate, sand dunes and seabirds.

Restore ecological and visual interest of drainage 
channels
Create wetland/marsh/grassland
Create new reed beds
Restore land patterns of drainage and sea 
defences
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Dover Strait Seascape 
Assessment

Figure 2.2: Classification for the
Kent Coast

Seascape Character Types and Areas
Kent Coast

C1: Chalk Cliffs and Reefs/Coastal Waters
C1A - Kingsdown Chalk Cliffs
C1B - St Margaret's Bay
C1C - White Cliffs of Dover
C1D - Shakespeare and Abbot's Cliffs
C1E - Broadstairs to North Foreland
C1F - Les Deux Caps

C2: Greensand Cliffs and Reefs/Coastal Waters
C2A - East Wear Bay and The Warren

C3: Ports, Harbours and Seafront Development
C3A - Dover Port, Harbour and Historic Defences
C3B - Folkestone Harbour & Seafront
C3C - Ramsgate Harbour
C3F - Port de Calais

C4: Shingle Beaches and Coastal Waters
C4A - Romney Coast, Hythe Flats & Roar Bank
C4B - Deal Seafront & Deal Bank

C5: Tidal Estuaries and Flats
C5A - Sandwich & Pegwell Bays

C6: Sand Dunes, Wetlands and Coastal Waters
C6A - Dunes du Fort Mahon et littoral de Sangatte
C6C - Les Deux Caps

C8: Shingle Headlands and Coastal Waters
C8A - Dungeness, Denge Marsh & Eastern Rye Bay

I1: Inshore Bays
I1A - Sandwich & Pegwell Bays
I1B - Hythe Bay

I2: Active Inshore Waters
I2A - Broadstairs Knolls & Ramsgate Road
I2B - Inshore Dover Strait. The Downs & Trinity Bay
I2C - Folkestone Pomerania
I2D - Zone d'approche de Calais

I3: Inshore Sandbanks and Shoals
I3A - Goodwin Sands, Gull Stream & North Sand
        Head
I3B - Bancs Des Flandres

O1: Offshore Shipping Channels
O1A - Dover Strait Channel (North)
O1B - Dover Strait Channel (South)

O2: Offshore Sandbanks and Shoals
O2A - The Varne - Le Colbart Ridge and Les Ridens
O2B - Sandette Bank




